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Details of Visit:

Author: Don_2
Location 2: Northenden & Prestwich
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 28th November 2003 12-30
Duration of Visit: 30 Mins
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Karmasutragirls.Com - @Karmasutragirls
Website: http://www.karmasutragirls.com
Phone: 01614340135

The Premises:

My first visit to Sandy?s Northenden. It?s very similar to Prestwich in many ways, just that little bit
smarter. Waiting room is basically the same just a bit more room and it does have a little bar in it. It
has the added advantage of a car park, but park in the wrong place and you?ll finish up with very
muddy shoes. Has a very good, discrete rear entrance which is a blessing as I don?t think I?d like
to use the front. Used the room with the pentagonal bed. Very similar to mirrored room at Prestwich
but with an excellent en-suite double shower.

The Lady:

Morgan, mid to late 20's, 5ft 8ins, good looking and a lovely athletic body. Exciting, active and sexy
with it.

The Story:

Morgan, yes I know I?ve reported on her before, but she really is excellent. I?ve been lucky in most
of my choices of working girl and have managed to find girls who actually enjoy this type of work
and on this score Morgan is excellent. The good ones somehow remember
you from before and this really helps. Also the skill of the working girl should not be underrated,
Morgan I?m sure is very much a young man?s fancy and I?d imagine a really raunchy session is
more the norm for her. Because of this Morgan?s not what I would normally have chosen, but there
are thankfully such things as serendipities. Due to confusion on booking a while back I finished up
seeing Morgan when I thought I was seeing someone else. If it wasn?t for that booking I would
never have known what I might have missed. I?ve seen her several times now. So when this quite
old client enters the scene you?d imagine it would be a bit of a downer for her. But none of it, she
just switches from ?Tantalising Tigress? to ?Passive Pussy?.
It was fantastic, I enjoyed some really good GFE and she?s brilliant with the reverse oral, yes I
know it?s the bit I do, but if the girl is not enthusiastically receptive to it, it can be very disappointing.
If they don?t make the right noises nor move in a sexually responsive way reverse oral can be a
real turn off. Morgan?s responses were superb. In fact she kept me going on a high so well I
actually managed doggie and mish with her as well, which was a 1st for me. And she had me
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cumming all over her chest. Not the biggest bust in the world, but beautifully proportioned. A lovely
body!! Although she appears slim, her build is slightly athletic with no fat which makes her just a
little bit meaty, if you know what I mean.
She has a gorgeous body to hold.
Roll on next pension day, and I can see her again.
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